
In 2018, OKC Beautiful redoubled its committed to the sustainability
of the OKC Harvest gardens by hiring Kat Gant to manage the
program. Drawing on her 20-year background in organic farming and
gardening and over 10 years of teaching experience, she began to
address long-term sustainability of the entire program. 
 
Bolstered by research and outcomes within school garden support
organizations around the country, it was clear that transitioning from
a volunteer-based program to a garden-educator model would
position OKC Harvest to exponentially increase its beneficial impact
on students over the long-term. 
 
In 2019 OKC Harvest spearheaded a pilot program to demonstrate
the value of paid garden educators within school garden programs by
placing them at two of our participating elementary schools. Garden
educators provide maintenance and carry out weekly hands-on
lessons with students, enabling teachers to utilize the gardens and
meet existing standards-based teaching objectives through the
garden in ways they could never have done before.

The garden at Bodine Elementary has been in place for over 7 years and
weathered major turnovers among staff. Principal Candice Hamilton-Green,
who began at Bodine in 2018, has a vision to integrate the garden into the
culture of the school, making Bodine a perfect participant for the pilot
program. 
 
Other community groups have partnered with OKC Harvest to support the
Bodine garden including Bimbo Bakeries and an additional anonymous
donation through the OKCPS Foundation. Together they have provided the
Bodine garden with $15,000 in improvements including deeper beds,
decking, a shed, a new irrigation system, a shaded instruction area and a
garden art installation by a local carpenter. Pollinator beds are also planned.

ABOUT OKC HARVEST
OKC Harvest began in 2012 by two citizens passionate about the benefits
of garden-based learning. They found enormous support within the
community and began to build gardens in schools throughout the metro.
OKC Harvest soon partnered with OKC Beautiful whose environmental
education goals were a perfect match for OKC Harvest’s mission. By 2017
OKC Harvest had become became a program of OKC Beautiful with 24
volunteer-run gardens at schools and community centers around the city.

THE GARDEN EDUCATOR PILOT PROGRAM

THE GARDEN AT BODINE



"I think garden class is worthwhile because the students learn where the
fruit and vegetables and the nutrients that they supply to the body, as
well as healthy eating."
"The various lessons give depth to Science and Vocabulary that you
cannot receive just in the classroom. It adds more depth by adding
hands-on interaction plus meeting the Science standards. The Garden
Lessons overlap with what we are learning already and give a different
perspective on material."

"The garden lessons not only cover some of our Science standards but
multiple standards in other subjects from writing sentences to Math
skills."
"Sometimes Science can be hard to teach but the hands-on activities in
garden are not only fun, but they learn by doing."

100% of all participating teachers report the garden program 1) has been
valuable to their classroom, 2) gained a better understanding of where food
comes from, and 3) demonstrated an increased desire to try or eat new and
healthy foods. Teachers said:

 
89% of all teachers reported that garden lessons made a positive impact on
student academic achievement. Teachers said: 

Germination and propagation      
Composting with worms; learning nutrient cycles
Seasonality and climate; what crops grow when in our region
Ecology and diversity; grasping the garden as an ecosystem
Observation and recording; expanding environmental awareness 
Health and nutrition; harvesting, cooking and eating from the garden

During the 2019/2020 school year, 5 classes participated in one garden
lesson per week for the entire school year. The garden educator spent 10
hours per week dedicated to teaching the lessons, coordinating with
teachers and maintaining the garden. 
 
The OKC Harvest curriculum is based on the natural progression of the
garden through the seasons. Each grade addresses each stage differently
with unique learning objectives based on Oklahoma Academic Standards
and incorporating these themes:

OKC Harvest Garden Educator Pilot Program is entering its second year during
which the Garden Educator, Principal and OKC Harvest Program Director will
be honing the details of the program in preparation for making it a permanent
feature of the school. 
 
We are seeking community partners to support the cost of the Bodine Garden
Educator for 2020/2021 school year.
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